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 Llhuros Place in the Mind, ‘…Not Entirely 

Fictitious'   

 
Roberson Center | Binghamton, NY  
Press and Sun-Bulletin Evening Press | January I6, 1974    
  
                 

The mind games of a man who dreamed up and fashioned artifacts for a whole 

civilization are on display at Roberson Center on Front Street, Binghamton.   

Artist Norman Daly calls himself  ‘Director of Llhuroscian Studies’ at Cornell 

University, and writes sophisticated spoof like an academic in love with his 

status:   

 

"The extant Naciremian texts, as well as those from 

Uoyab, are in the limited cuneiformic writing of the 

Middle period."   

 

If it sounds like Greek to you, let your mind flow 

and don't worry about it. Llhuros is a place in the 

mind, and Uoyab, Pilkug, Trolydos, Atraxos are but 

letters put together on a map to fit an artist's fancy.   

 

"The Civilization of Llhuros, an Exhibition of 

Artifacts from the Recent Excavations of Vanibo, 

Houndee, Draikum and Others Sites" was organized by the Andrew Dickson 

White Museum of Art at Cornell in Ithaca.   

 

The artist who created the pseudo-anthropological findings has divided the 

civilization into periods, from archaic to classic to decadent, to form a full life 

cycle.   

 

He created literary writings and music forms to enhance the feel of the 

Llhuroscian culture.    
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"I would like the observer, when he is through with the exhibition, to decide 

that it is not entirely fictitious after all that it is really another kind of 

presentation of what we already know, but presented in a slightly different 

aspect or at a little angle," art professor Daly has been quoted as saying of his 

five-year project.   

 

He'd like to put the viewer into that twilight zone between fact and fiction.   

Chances are, if you like the works of Rod Serling, Tolkien and Jorge Luis Borges, 

you could get lost for a few eerie hours in the exhibit rooms at Roberson.  

  

An imaginative blend of the archaic and the surrealistic,  

Daly's vision is a comment on our own societal obsessions.  
 

The civilization collapsed, he theorizes or prophesies "with the absolute collapse 

of ethics and an a dynamic licentiousness of crapulous animalism a state of 

being in which rampant intellectualism subjugated all values relative to physical 

fit ness, human dignity, and moral integrity.  

 

"Exhibit A: Trophy in Form of Suizon Playing Court: Daly describes an encased 

ceramic  trophy as a 'miniature model of a game played by robot players and 

directed or refereed by a scientist or intellectual.’   

 
"From an early age, the players were trained exclusively in sports and all phases of 

physical development. When their bodies neared the peak of fitness in middle 

adolescence, these splendid specimens, with the eager consent of their sports-conscious 

parents were lobotomized to become . . . sports robots . . . indistinguishable from non-

robots and, despite the mental impairment . . . much preferred to the scientists and 

intellectuals, who, having the facility of total recall, were carefully avoided at any and 

all social functions."   

 

In his commentary on a pillbox possibly used as a container for aphrodisiac 

powder, Daly describes how some male children received penile implants 

resulting in sexual elephantiasis, and how it is believed “armless women” rode 

giant turtles because the weight of their breasts prevented ambulation,” and that 
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“the female’s arms were not missing but were atrophied” 

It possibly may be presumed the women had nonuse for arms, since the culture 

saw them as weak, and the men as warriors.  

 

Nevertheless, some anthropologists ascribed the decline to the infallibility of the 

menstrual chart, writes Daly. 

 

If that’s all quite heavy, you might be content to just view the ossified purple sea 

horse enjoying the art and leaving the story behind it to the mind-trippers. 

 

 
   



 

 


